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GUTTER TRUCK SETUP
INSTALLER SPOTLIGHT:
THE BROTHERS THAT JUST DO GUTTERS
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NOW AVAI LABLE !

The New KWM
Half-Round G2!

2ND GENERATION

6" Half-Round G2
Seamless Rollformer

Run aluminum, copper, steel and
galvalume products with ease on this
redesigned Half-Round machine from KWM.
All KWM machines are backed by our
ROCK SOLID GUARANTEE:
Q 3-Years Parts & Labor/Mechanical
Q1-year Parts & Labor/Electrical

DOWNLOAD
KWM’S APP!

PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY!

www.kwmgutterman.com 1 Toll-free (888) 729-4290
After business hours call Ken at (815) 405-1731 or Keith at (815) 405-1729.

go with the flow

Conventional inside box miters and miter strips tend
to overﬂow in heavy rainwater conditions. Now
available in both 5” and 6”.

That’s why many of the top professional gutter installers are switching to
the patented Extreme Miter™ Inside Gutter Corner. It’s extended front end
provides an enlarged catch basin, directing water away from the front edge
and channeling it through the gutter troughs to prevent overﬂowing.
Extreme Miter

Standard Miter

It is fabricated to facilitate and simplify the installation of the gutter troughs,
and when properly installed and caulked, provides a watertight installation.

The Extreme Miter’s extra large basin
prevents overﬂowing.

6"NOW AVAILABLE

Clean Sweep™ is a drop in system that doesn’t
go under the shingles protecting the integrity of
the roof. Its weatherproof rubber back provides
a seal along the back edge of the gutter and can
withstand the heaviest of rainfalls. Choose from
copper, 7 standard colors, or custom colors.
Available in 5", 6", 7" & 8".

We’re so certain you’ll love our products,
we want to send you a FREE Sample.
Contact your supplier or email:
BobJ@HancockEnt.com and ask for
Extreme Miter, Clean Sweep and any
other product you’d like to try.

20655 Northline Road
Taylor, Michigan 48180
734-287-8840 | 800-544-0393 | Fax 734-287-8841

VISIT WWW.HANCOCKENT.COM TO VIEW ALL OF OUR QUALITY, AMERICAN MADE PRODUCTS.
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Publisher’s Note
As we say goodbye to one of, if
not the strangest, years in recent
history. I am amazed at the
resilience of America. Or maybe
I should not be surprised.
Many industries were hit hard.
The hospitality industry is still
reeling from the ever-changing
COVID environment. There
are states that have opened and
closed so many times that it
would make any small business
owner’s head spin. Personally,
I gave up watching TV news
because it had become too toxic.

JANUARY 2021
VOLUME 3, ISSUE 1

PUBLISHER
Brian Mahoney
brian@gutterenterprise.com

In the building industry, product is still hard to come by. Many of us
were caught off guard, thinking the pandemic would shut down the
industry and yet the opposite has happened. Many saw record-setting
months and a backlog of business.

EDITOR
Cassie Miller

Many in the supply chain are still seeing backlogs. From raw material
from mills to filling orders from manufacturers and suppliers, some
players have been able to position themselves to maintain some
semblance of order.

Gutter Enterprise LLC is a bi-monthly
publication located at PO Box 5191, 51
Northview Drive Lancaster, PA 17601.
Phone 717-940-6231
Fax 717-344-5469

But the building industry has been resilient even with the fluctuations
in material pricing, even as the ongoing COVID constraints have kept
the nation on its heels.
We welcome 2021 and say goodbye to 2020!

Brian Mahoney
Brian Mahoney, Publisher
Gutter Enterprise

Gutter Enterprise LLC accepts and considers only unpublished, non-copyrighted,
original articles for publication with no
guarantee stated or implied. Publisher
reserves the right to accept, edit and/or reject any article or advertisement submitted
to this magazine for any reason without
showing cause.
This magazine, or any part thereof, may
not be reproduced or stored, in whole or in
part, by any means whatsoever including
digital or electronic formats, or as part of
a computer or web-based retrieval system
without prior written consent of the publisher. Copyright © 2019 Gutter Enterprise
LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Industry Options for Screws
Screws are a serious component to any project that deserve serious respect. They can be the reason for call backs, so a small,
upfront investment in quality screws can save you time and money.
Most installers will get into a rut and use what they have always used. When an employee leaves, they tend to stay with what
they know. “In many cases, it may be a regional or pricing decision.” according to John Geers of US Aluminum Inc.
But, If There is a Better Widget You Would Want to Know About It.
Popular screws are either zinc or steel. Most screws come with a corrosion finish that can vary from manufacturer. Then there
are self-piercing screws, slotted or unslotted, hex head styles with and without washers. Popular sizes are available with an
attached bonded neoprene washer. (a synthetic polymer resembling rubber, resistant to oil, heat, and weathering).
So, What is Right For You?
Region does have a lot to do with your choice in screws. Weather and environmental conditions can dictate what products
should be used and where.
Popular sizes for gutter installation are the #8 zip screw in a variety of colors for corners, downspouts, gutter guards, outlets,
and endcaps or #10 for use with hanger applications and come in stainless, zinc, brass, bronze, and copper depending on your
installation.
Sharp Point
A single lead thread rolled to the tip of an extra sharp point, and a second thread starting just above it. This enables
them to easily pierce thin metal (less than .050 inches) and wood.
Type 17 Point
Extra sharp point as above fluted to capture chips. Minimizes the chances of splitting the wood. Also improves
penetration into harder woods.
“The most popular head style for the Gutter industry is the Hex washer head, which features a built-in washer under the head
with six flat sides and an indented top surface.
An undercut area below the head allows for greater length of thread engagement.
The standard head style has evolved over the past 25 years and there are a few variations suited to different applications and
installer preference.” Mentions Sacha Simoes, VP of Scrooscoop out of Carlsbad, California.
6
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The Key Design Changes Are:
Tall, high profile heads- provide better tool engagement, less slipping and increased tool life. They are especially helpful
when driving screws that are 3/4” or longer.
Fillet under the head, screws are designed so that diameter of the screw gets slightly thicker where the body meets the
head of the screw providing strength where it is needed most.
The built-in washer under the head is wider than the standard washer and creates a larger bearing surface.
Simoes adds, “Screws should be installed with screw guns that have an adjustable clutch or a torque limiting nose piece set at
a maximum of 2500 RPM. Slower speeds may be recommended when installing painted heads or stainless screws. Use the
correct size hex nutsetter or socket driver typically a 1/4” for gutter screws.”
There are Different Finishes:

Scrooscoop Metal & Finish Comparison Chart
Metal Type & Finish

Cost $

Corrosion
Resistance

Hardened

Magnetic

Carbon Steel Zinc Plated

$

3

Yes

Yes

Carbon Steel Ceramic Silver
1000HR
Carbon Steel Ceramic White
1000HR
410 Stainless Dacromet
1000HR

$$

33

Yes

Yes

$$

33

Yes

Yes

$$$

333

Yes

Yes

18-8 Stainless Plain

$$$$

3333

No

No

316 Stainless Plain

$$$$$

33333

No

No

410 Stainless Copper Plated

$$$$$

333

Yes

Yes

18-8 Stainless Copper Plated

$$$$$

3333

No

No

Copper Plain

$$$$$

33333

No

No

Special Selection is also Required for Corrosive Environments such as Coastal or Polluted Industrial Atmospheres.
Red rust protection standards in the industry (ASTM B117 is a salt spray (or salt fog) test standardized and a popular
corrosion test method, used to check corrosion resistance of materials and surface coatings.
Salt spray testing is an accelerated corrosion test that produces a corrosive attack. It is done
by spraying salt on a specimen housed in a closed chamber. (like the one shown) This is an
accelerated form for atmospheric corrosion testing.
The selection of gutter material must account for the potential of Galvanic or Electrolytic
Corrosion at contact points with other metals.
“Galvanic Corrosion can occur when dissimilar metals are in contact in the presence of an
electrolyte,” said Curt Dyer of Senox Corp. “An electrolyte is any non-metal substance that will
conduct an electric current. Water, particularly rainwater, is a good electrolyte.”

www.gutterenterprise.com
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“We offer two different categories of screws. Hanger screws
in both steel and stainless steel. We also offer zip screws
which are #8 x ½” screws in 30 colors, and copper plated
stainless steel. All of our screws offer a 1,000-hour Ruspert
coating,” Dyer mentions.
Ruspert finish is a corrosion resistant finish. There are
different levels of corrosion resistance. Senox’ resistance is
1,000 hours.
Steel hanger screws are offered with the 1,000-hour, black,
Ruspert finish in 1 ½” and 2” with or without the washer. We
also have Stainless steel screws in 1 ½” and 2” with washers
only. These hanger screws are a #10. We also offer several
hangers that come with pre-loaded screws from 3” to 3 ½” in
both #10 and #12 depending on which hanger you choose.
All Senox screws are Ruspert coated except for the copperplated zip screws.
“We offer zip screws in every color and color popularity
varies from region to region.

Senox’ screws are all self-piercing. Washers are added to
screws to help combat any water from running down the
screw into the fascia. The only reason not to use screws with
washers is that they are slightly more expensive.
US Aluminum out of Wisconsin primarily supplies
wholesalers and distributors. “Many installers used pop rivets
for years to install gutter components but have since moved
to zip screws because of speed and convenience,” mentions
Geers of US Aluminum.
Popular sizes come in #8 zip painted
#8 x 1/2" Painted and painted stainless
Zip Screw – #8 x 1/2" Mill

#10 mill finish high quality Hi- Hex Head screws are available
in #10 X 1"x 1/4" that won’t slip off your
driver. Other sizes available:

Aluminum and galvalume gutters use regular steel screws.
If you’re using copper gutters, you must use stainless-steel
screws,” states Dyer.

#10 X 1½" Hi Hex Head Screw

Some installers in coastal areas will use stainless-steel screws,
hanger screws and rivets for miters and downspouts to help
combat corrosion.

#10 X 1½" Hi Hex Head Ruspert

Additionally, all Senox screws are designed to work with
impact drivers.” Dyer mentions.
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#10 X 1½" Hi Hex Head with rubber washer

#10 x 2 Hi Hex Head Screw
As well as #10 Hi Hex Head stainless steel screws designed
not to slip off the driver.

The metal finish is a high-grade metal surface processing technology that resists corrosion.
Visit www.usaluminuminc.com for more information.
Raytec understands screws and fasteners are key components when it comes to holding up the entire gutter installation. All
Raytec screws exceed ANSI/ASME* dimensional standards and come in a variety of finishes.
According to Tag Saunders, General Manager at Raytec Manufacturing, “representative screws from each lot are Salt Spray
Tested in house in accordance with American Society for Testing and Materials – ASTM B117 standards. This practice
provides a controlled corrosive environment which has been utilized to produce relative corrosion resistance information for
specimens of metals and coated metals exposed in a given test chamber.”
Raytec’s Zinc screws are engineered for outdoor use and are Gold in color. They offer up to 200 hours of red
rust protection as tested in their own in-house salt spray chamber.
Their Rezist® screws offer a proprietary coating. Up to 1,000 hours of red rust protection and are also
tested in their own in-house salt spray chamber. The ceramic coating provides extended rust and corrosion
protection.
Their 410 Stainless Steel Screws offer 410 alloy with carbon so it is magnetic and can be heat treated. The
carbon may sacrifice itself to the elements and form a film of oxidation but will not deteriorate further.
Provides the best long-lasting performance at a minimal cost.
“All Raytec screws have magnetic, self-piercing, ¼ inch, hex washer heads and are available in popular sizes and colors,”
Saunders said. “All screw heads are taller so they can be driven in faster with less wear and tear on the cordless tools, nutsetters, and the installer. The integrated washer heads are oversize, and the shanks are true to its size; example a #8 x ½ is a
true #8 not a #7.”
For more information visit Raytec online at www.raytecllc.com.
*The American National Standards Institute, abbreviated as ANSI, mainly focuses on overseeing standards for products,
processes, systems, and services offered in the United States. ASME stands for American Society of Mechanical Engineers
and serves as the leading international developer of standards and codes used to regulate the mechanical engineering
industry. GE

Say Goodbye

Dirty Hangers,
Dirty Hands
& Dirty Gutters

to

Double Rib - 5” & 6”

Elite - 5” & 6”

Ultra Maxx - 5” & 6”
Speed Screw - 5” & 6”
I
N
C

Call U.S. Aluminum | 800-877-7026
We pay the freight on any order over $100!
www.gutterenterprise.com
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Ladder Safety and You
4-&*'*Ȃ*!GUTTER FILTERS OF UTAH
This Is One of Those Topics That Hits Way Too Close to Home.
Last week, one of our sub-contractors slipped off a ladder and broke his hip. He was mixing a driveway slope, water, slippery
shoes, and a lack of caution together. It did not go well. I think we all know someone who has fallen from a ladder. Imagine
the horror of the poor homeowner that had to call the paramedics. He is fine now with a new shiny metal hip, but this must be
the hardest way to learn about ladder safety.
We are all used to seeing the many annoying labels on new ladders. These labels, while annoying, can save you from getting a
new hip yourself.
The Department of Safety and Heath Administrations (OSHA) has Some Strong Opinions
and Regulations on Ladders. Regulation Standard Number 1926.1053 starts with a stark
warning. “Falls from portable ladders (step, straight, combination and extension) are one of the
leading causes of occupational fatalities and injuries.”
In fact, OSHA has over 80 different regulations regarding ladder safety. OSHA.GOV is a great
source to review these Standards. OSHA does not endorse products nor issue formal letters
of approval for products or procedures. However, when provided with sufficient information,
OSHA can offer an opinion as to whether they afford compliance with certain regulations.
As most sub-contractors and contractors should know, OSHA can put some real teeth behind
enforcement. A violation of ladder safety on a job site can have serious implications for your
license, your insurance, and your pocketbook. The saying “add insult to injury” really does
apply to getting fined for someone on your crew getting injured. In my home state of Utah, the
maximum penalty for violating an OSHA Standard is $70,000.
10
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While the fines can be painful, nothing is worse than the knowledge that through some better company, or personal training,
the injury could have been prevented. Let’s prevent that pain and worry! This article will discuss keeping you safe from harm
by using a ladder correctly.
Let’s Try a Better Way - Knowledge.
The first step in ladder safety is to choose the right ladder for the project planned. Ask yourself what I am trying to
accomplish, how high will I climb and how much weight will the ladder have to support? Answering these questions will
help determine the correct ladder for the job.
Choosing the right size ladder is just as important as the style. One of the most common and potentially dangerous mistakes
is using a ladder that is either too short or too long. Did you know that the highest safe standing level on a ladder is two steps
down from the top?
It is important to remember that a person's maximum safe reaching height is approximately four feet higher than the height
of the ladder, keep that in mind when choosing
a ladder size.
Duty rating is also critical to handle the
demands of various applications. Duty rating is
the maximum allowable weight on the ladder.
The duty rating should consider the total
weight that will be on the ladder. It is the sum
of the person's weight plus the weight of any
tools or materials being used. The duty rating
is clearly marked on the ladder. Remember
those annoying labels? Choose one that will
work with your project. When it comes to
ladders you must always choose right sizing.
There are Five Categories of Ladder Duty
Ratings:

Type IAA (Extra Heavy Duty), 375 pounds
Type IA (Extra Heavy Duty), 300 pounds
Type I (Heavy Duty), 250 pounds
Type II (Medium Duty), 225 pounds
Type III (Light Duty), 200 pounds

www.gutterenterprise.com
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Types of Ladders
Articulated Ladder- An Articulated Ladder is a portable
ladder with one or more pairs of locking hinges which allow
the ladder to be set up in several configurations such as a
single or extension ladder, with or without a stand-off, a
stepladder, a trestle ladder, scaffold or worktable. Each pair
of articulated joints in the ladder can be locked in one or
more positions to accommodate the various configurations.
The locking positions of the hinges allow set-up at the
proper angles to accommodate each configuration that the
manufacturer has designated.
Combination Ladder - A Combination Ladder is a portable
ladder capable of being used as Stepladder, or as a Single or
Extension Ladder. It may also be capable of being used as
a Trestle Ladder or as a Stairwell Ladder. Its components
may be used as Single Ladders. This type of ladder can be
designed with either steps or rungs, and the inclusion of a pail
shelf is optional. When steps are present, the ladder should
be erected so that the step surfaces are horizontal. Either
spreaders or a locking device can be used to securely hold the
front and rear sections in the open position.
Extension Ladder- The Extension Ladder is a non-selfsupporting portable ladder that is adjustable in length. It
consists of two or more sections that travel in guides or
brackets so arranged so as to permit length adjustment. It is
intended for use by one person.
To find more information on the proper use of each ladder go
to www.americanladderinstitute.org/page/Ladders101
The material being used is also very important. Are you
working around electricity? A fiberglass ladder would be the
best choice. Aluminum and metal ladders conduct electricity
and should be avoided for these types of jobs.
Never climb a ladder without carefully looking for missing,
damaged, or loose components. When inspecting your
ladder start at the bottom and work your way up. First look
at the feet and be sure the footpads are properly attached and
are not worn, torn, or missing. Next inspect the ladder rails
for damage or bending. Carefully examine the locks of your
extension ladder to make sure they are clear of any debris and
lock easily. Finally look at the rope on your extension ladder,
check to see it is properly secured and make sure that it is not
frayed, worn, or torn.
Never Climb on a Damaged Ladder, Remember When in
Doubt, as the Saying Goes, Throw It Out.
There might be a temptation to take it home to use, but
that is an unbelievably bad idea. ANSI (American National
Standards Institute) recommends the following when it comes
to ladder disposal. Should you find that your ladder is not
safe to use, the final step is to properly dispose of your ladder.
Be careful, though! Do not just toss a damaged ladder in the
garbage or place it on the curb. If you improperly dispose of
a ladder and someone else uses it, you could be held liable if
they are injured. The key thing to remember when disposing
of a ladder is that it should be impossible for someone else
12
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to pick up and use. This means cutting it vertically down the
middle of the rungs instead of cutting it in half horizontally.
When transporting ladders on a truck or van rack use proper
restraints so they do not rattle or vibrate during transit as this
could damage the ladder.
Be extra careful when moving ladders to make sure you do
not drop the ladder when loading or unloading it from a
vehicle. And never drag your ladder across the ground. Also
do not carry an extension ladder in its extended position. For
longer ladders use two people to make it easier to carry.
Now that we have covered proper handling methods, let's talk
about a few safe climbing rules for step and extension ladders.
Always space and lock the ladder when climbing or
descending and always
maintain a firm grip. Climb
carefully and slowly. Three
Points of Contact are
always to be on the ladder.
Avoid excessive turning
and twisting. Make sure
you always face the ladder while working. If you use a tool
belt, be careful your tools do not catch on the ladder while
climbing.
A common mistake is over-reaching. Over-reaching can
cause you to lose your balance or tip the ladder which may
result in injury. Always keep your body centered on the
ladder. A good rule of thumb is to never let your belt buckle
pass beyond either ladder rail. Instead, get off the ladder and
move it closer to your work area.
If your work area cannot be safely reached you will need
either a taller ladder or a different style of ladder that is more
suited to the job.
Stepladders should always be used in the open position never
closed. Do not lean a closed step ladder against a wall, instead
use a proper sized extension ladder.
Extension ladders are a better way than step ladders to reach
higher work areas. The proper set-up of extension ladders
is slightly different. First lay the extension ladder down on
the ground with the ladder against the base of the building
or another secure object. Now raise the ladder to its vertical
position and move
the base of the
ladder away from
the building until
its positioned at
the proper angle.
Grip and sturdy
the ladder keeping
it vertical while
carefully raising
the fly section
using the rope and
pulley. Extend the

ladder to the desired height and then allow the ladder lock to
properly engage.
Lean the ladder against the building and establish the correct
set up angle. The set-up angle of an extension ladder is
critical. The base of the ladder should be positioned one foot
away from the building for every four feet of lateral length.
This is called the Four-to-One rule.
The Four to One Ratio is Essential to Your Safety.
By placing an extension ladder too close to the building can
cause it to tip over backwards. Placing the ladder too far
away from its vertical support point may cause the ladder
to slip out at the bottom. Absolutely never attempt to move
or reposition your ladder while standing on it. Also never
attempt to adjust it while working from above. Readjusting
the ladder from the roof could unlock the fly section and
make it extremely dangerous to climb back down. If you
want to reposition your ladder always climb back down and
reposition your ladder while standing on the ground.
When Using an Extension Ladder Near a Roof it is
Important to Remember the Following Two Rules:

your ladder. Items such as casters, shelves, stabilizers, and
balancers help you use your ladder to its fullest and can
provide additional safety features. Manufacturers suggest this
is a key component to purchasing their ladder. Make sure the
accessory was designed for your specific model and fits the
needs of your job.
National Ladder Safety Month is coming March 2021 and
conducted by the America Ladder Institute (ALI). ALI is a
non-profit organization devoted to the proper selection, care,
and safe use of ladders. Visit www.LadderSafetyMonth.com
for some great safety posters and information. You could
also reference their free online ladder safety training, which
is available year-round at www.laddersafetytraining.org.
They have free training modules on stepladder, single and
extension ladder, articulated ladder, and mobile ladder safety.
While they have a great cause, you can and should make
every month Ladder Safety Month. ALI is there to help with
that goal.
The information and resources here are designed to help
you use ladders more safely and productively. Always think
before you climb, use good common sense, and remember
proper ladder selection and job site assessment is key to safe
climbing. GE
Be safe out there!

1) If accessing the roof, the ladder should extend three feet
above the roofline. 2) If you are not accessing the roof, it is
okay for the ladder to extend one foot above the roof edge.
As you see, extension letters are an excellent choice for many
jobs that require safe operation at higher distances from the
ground. Ladders can provide a safe and efficient way to work,
but they must be the right ladder for the job. To maximize
your safety, consider style, size, duty rating, and material
being used when selecting a ladder.
Always Inspect a Ladder Before Using It and Never Climb
a Damaged Ladder. Again, If In Doubt Throw It Out! The
hip you save may be your own.
Remember proper setup and stability by using the Fourto-One rule. Safety is key in the workplace, even if your
workplace is outdoors. Many accessories are available for

www.gutterenterprise.com
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Ice Dams 101: Understanding
the Basics
By Ken Stebbins, All Weather Armour
Never in our Lifetime Has it Been More
Important for Homes to be a Safe Haven!
For most people, their home is also their
biggest financial investment. Protecting this
monetary and emotional asset is of vital
importance!
Gutters play a strategic role in protecting
homes by diverting wayward water away
from areas where it is not invited. However,
the gutter’s ability to accomplish this can be
severely restricted by several factors such
as debris, pests, and ironically water itself –
especially when it turns to ice! This can lead
to a plethora of problems, from destroying
your beautiful gutter work to creating the
dreaded ice dam, and all the havoc they can
wreak! (according to the website:
www.allweatherarmour.com)

Ice Dams Generally Form when the
Outdoor Temperature is Above 20 Degrees
and either the sun shines down warming
the roof or the attic temperature is above
freezing. When this happens, the warmer
temperature of the shingles can cause
the snow on the roof to melt. When the
snowmelt runs down to the colder eaves,
it refreezes. This is especially true if the
temperature starts to drop again.
The right weather conditions for ice dams are
usually when outdoor air temperatures are in
the low 20s (°F) for several days and there are
several inches of snow on the roof.
14
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Once water leaks into an attic, it can rot the wood. Extreme cases
have occurred where the water invasion is so severe drywall begins to
disintegrate and light fixtures fail leading to repairs in the thousands
of dollars (not to mention ongoing mold issues and the huge
liability of slip hazards caused by water dripping and freezing onto
hardscapes). This can be prevented with proper gutter treatments in
place.

A Pound of Prevention for an Ounce of Cure?
Originally, the Zig-Zag Heat Cable seemed like the only
viable option. Another option is to improve the insulation
and ventilation in the home’s attic. While this makes good
common sense and can be a highly recommended home
improvement, a more robust solution is generally needed
when it comes to ice dam prevention.

GutterWorks.com
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DOWNSPOUT TILE ADAPTERS
Universal to fit ANY drain tile in the ground
Available
Availableinin
Black
Blackor
orWhite
White
for
forthe
thesame
same
low price

An Ounce of Prevention for a Pound of Cure!
While better attic insulation and ventilation can help reduce
the formation of ice on eaves, valleys, and gutters, only heated
gutter guards and/or heat panels - ones that are designed
from inception for ice prevention, are the sure insurance
policy against the damaging effects of ice dams. Some
contactors may be hesitant to install electrical solutions in
an environment where water can reside, however, proper
training and certification can be both quick and easy and
inexpensive. Keep in mind that plugged in systems do not
require a certified electrician. The protection provided for
both the home and the homeowner, not to mention the profit
potential for the contractor, are well worth looking into! GE
No matter what else you keep in your
truck these two items are a must. Paper
towels and duct tape. Can’t operate
without them.

low price

New 3x4x6 Size
Available!!
Sizes 2x3x3,

Manufactured
Manufactured
Manuf
ininIowa
IIowaby
by
Front
Street Mfg.
Gutterworks
Mfg.
Gutterwor

2x3x4,2x3x3
3x4x3,
Sizes
3x4x4,3x4x3
4x4x4,
2x3x4,
3x4x4,
5x5x4,4x4x4
6x6x6
5x5x4,
6x6x6
and also
4x6x4 &
and
alsowhich
4x6x4also
4x6x6
4x6x6 which also
fit 4x5 down pipe
ÀW[GRZQSLSH

PRICING ON WEBSITE
FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $300

Many more items available
at www.gutterworks.com
888-376-6871
DISTRIBUTOR PRICING AVAILABLE
Contact Randy: sales@gutterworks.com or 888-376-6871

Pete The Gutter Guy- New Jersey

Prevents leaves, pine
needles, seeds and debris
from clogging your gutters!

Steel Powder Coated Screen

UltraFlo Small Hole

UltraFlo MicroX

• Small hole steel screen
• Available in regular or step down
• Less than 3/16 inch openings

• Step down design
• Less than 1/16 inch openings

Small hole

Small hole
step down

Call U.S. Aluminum | 800-877-7026

We pay the freight on any order over $100!
www.gutterenterprise.com
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THE

GUTTERSLING

TM
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A PROFESSIONAL TOOL

Order your GutterSling
today and start being more
productive and proﬁtable.
Now
Call (856) 874-0706 or visit
available.
GutterSling at guttersling.com
Created by a
For all the latest GutterSling
craftsman with over 25
details and current pricing,
years in the gutter business.
go to our pre-sale website and
GutterSling is the ﬁrst tool designed to help
you install gutters from 35’, 45’, 55’ or longer, place your order now.
a crew is not needed. Install your own gutters
Watch the video
and put dollars in your pocket.
Guttersling

We service your needs with consistent quality, workmanship and knowledge

It’s part of the reason customers come back to us time after time.
Maximize your proﬁts by decreasing your inventory.
Reduce man hours - let us fabricate, you install.
98% of our American-made products are made-to-order and are
manufactured inhouse. Our products are made from domestic metal
and custom crafted to your speciﬁcations.

Contact us today to see how we can streamline your process
and maximize your proﬁts!
(231) 861-0050 | info@advarchsm.com | www.advarchsm.com
GE





  

CALL (877) 800-2500
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“Brothers That Just Do Gutters”
A Five-Star Gutter Company That’s Reinventing
Contractor Service
Our mantra, “Reinventing Contractor Service™” is the phrase we live by in all areas of
our business, every day. The story of The Brothers that just do Gutters began with hard
work and a dream to be a community-loved contractor. We wanted to reinvent how
clients experience contractor services, and provide a level of customer service and
reliability that was lacking in our industry.
Along the way, we had to learn to move at the speed of business and invent many
new methods never before implemented in the contractor field. Meeting our goal of
being a five-star contractor and reinventing contractor service meant focusing on
every detail of the job. By creating a unique experience with the homeowner, investing
in our employees, sourcing the best products, and creating training methods to
publishing every review a homeowner made on our independent review services, we
started to rise above the rest.
As a company who values reputation, The Brothers evaluated the methods and
processes in every gutter project. We soon realized each project is different and should
be treated uniquely. We changed our focus from the job to the whole experience and
focused on reinventing contractor service, especially when it comes to customer
service and reliability. This meant not only being personable and responsible with the
client, but being invested in our own employees. The more we invested into being the
most personable and responsible gutter contractor, the more we had to change.

Soon it was not just better training we needed, but better products as well. To ensure our customers were getting the best
products available, we chose our product and supply partners very carefully. If the products were failing expectations, we
responded by replacing it with another more promising product of better design and build.
The efforts started to pay off as we gauged our work through surveys we sent to our clients. Being committed to every review
meant posting them as they were submitted – negative, positive, misspelling, grammar mistakes and all. We did this to keep
ourselves honest and driven to do our best. If a customer was experiencing a problem such as a repair, it became a priority
to get there to solve it as soon as possible. As a result, we started to gain more than just a customer – we gained friends and
neighbors. Our heart and passion was finally starting to show in our work and results.
How It All Began
In 1999, Ken Parsons had just left the teaching industry and started his own gutter company under the name Waterfall
Seamless Gutters. In 2002 Ken’s younger brother, Ryan Parsons, accepted a job on the truck with Ken after the Graphic
Design company he was working for crashed. In 2006 the Brothers briefly changed their name to Water-flow Gutter Solutions
before finally becoming “The Brothers That Just Do Gutters” in 2009. With the name change came a few title changes as well.
We decided we no longer wanted to be salesman, presidents or owners but rather Solutionists©, which embodied what we
represent to our clients. Ken Parsons was re-entitled Senior Solutionist©, and Ryan Parsons became Chief Solutionist©.
Being in the gutter business for over 15 years was an effort of adaptation and determination. We have been able to be
successful for so long because we made our main focus the customer. The Brothers that just do Gutters offer a wide variety
of installations, cleaning and repairs in a small niche industry of seamless rain gutters and leaf guards. We have been able to
grow the reliability of our services and offer only the best products by focusing all our effort on gutter systems and guards. GE
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8 Strategies

You Can and Should Implement to Reduce/Eliminate the
& +/$$.(#/0--*0).*0я*0-Ȃ -я*0- )0./-4
Today’s buyer is highly,
highly skeptical.
They’ve likely been
burned by somebody
just like you in the past.
And now they have more options than ever. So, at the
slightest whiff of disbelief about any of your claims, they’re
gone.
Here are eight strategies you can, and should, implement to
reduce/eliminate the skepticism which surrounds you, your
offer, your industry.
1. Use (lots of) (good) testimonials. Geez-Louise, do I ever
get sick at seeing ads, sales letters, brochures, catalogues,
web sites, etc. with few or no testimonials. For the (broken)
record: what your customers say about you is 1,000% more
persuasive than what you say about you, even if you are
1,000% more eloquent.
2. Use meaningful specifics (not vague generalities).
$6,197.52 is better than "over $6,000.00."
3. Present yourself as Expert Advisor. Whether
shoemaker, landscaper, dentist, car repair shop owner,
whatever, get busy and morph into a "Leading Expert" on
what you do. Write more articles, shoot more videos, speak
at more events (then repurpose the recordings of these
talks)
4. Position yourself as a Celebrity. Get busy and become
famous in your market, your town, your industry. It is not
that difficult to do. And/or link yourself, your product, your
service to local celebrities. Either via paid endorsement or
provide your product/service gratis to known personalities,
then follow up to get their feedback – if positive, request
use of their comments as a testimonial. The list of famous
athletes who, in various media, have talked about their
reliance on chiropractors is as long as my arm, yet hardly
any doctor ever mentions it.

7. Present more information than competitors. One client
owns a shed business and sends his prospects a sales letter,
the "Shed Shop Stories" booklet, a testimonial video tape,
use cases, and more. His competitors send a price list. Who
do you think wins?
8. Handle the flaws in your case intelligently. Don't hide
from them. Regardless of the nature of your "ugly" --- much
higher prices than a competitor, a massive product recall,
your CEO going to jail, a stain remover product that can't
make a dent against grape juice --- ignoring a 3,000-pound
elephant in the room and hoping others don't notice him
either is simply idiotic. Every product/service has some
flaw. The wimpy salesperson never mentions it and holds
his breath, fearing the moment the prospect will. The strong
salesperson pre-emptively acknowledges it and finds some
way of using it to advantage, and always gains "trust points"
by doing so. GE
Sam Page - Contributing Writer
The Psychology of Sales
B.Psych(Hons), M.Psych, M.B.A., MAPS, Registered
Psychologist

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OF $100+
ONE STOP SHOP FOR
ALL YOUR GUTTER
ACCESSORY NEEDS!

OUTLETS

5. Utilize references people recognize and view as
credible.
6. Use bold, strong guarantees. My position on this
is: if you are selling something you can't or don't have
the cojones to guarantee, have the integrity to go find
something better to sell. If you are selling to a market so
awful, they'll abuse your use of guarantees, have the good
sense to go find a better market.

EZ GUTTER
GUARDS

GEOCEL & RUSCO

PROVIDING
EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE
WITH QUAILTY
PRODUCTS

CAULK
SADDLES, MITERS
& MORE!

CONTACT US TODAY!
319-465-6655
WWW.GUTTERMATERIALS.COM
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Industry News
Established in 1998, Gutterworks Mfg., Inc. (Formally Front Street
Manufacturing, Inc.) was founded on the idea of becoming industry
leaders for residential and commercial gutter and downspout
components with an emphasis on niche market items in a wide
array of colors. Gutterworks Manufacturing will continue to provide
outstanding customer service with timely turnaround on product delivery often in one to two business days. For More
Information Contact sales@gutterworks.com or
call 888-376-6871

Sealing Corners
When sealing corners, we always leave a little hump in the middle all the way up and
down because the sealant stretches, and the hump flattens out over time. It still causes the
water to get dammed but eventually it starts flowing over once it has reached a certain
height. Tremco 830 is made in Canada but everyone has certain products they like to use.
The thing we like most is that it can be applied in new gutter when its raining and once it
has cured it can be removed all in one piece so easy to re-seal corners if they started
to leak.
Jens Werner of Multi-Form Gutter BC

EZ Miter Gutter Template / Division of D J
Mills & Son Home Innovations
Manufactures templates for K style gutter 5” & 6” to cut 45. degree angle
inside & outsider corners. Bay Window 22.5-degree angle for 5” & 6’ gutters
for more information call 318-584-5033 or online
www.ezmiterguttertemplate.com

Request your Free Subscription to Gutter Enterprise
Visit us online http://gutterenterprise.com/subscribe/ to submit the online form.
The audience for Gutter Enterprise is diverse and encompasses seamless gutter
installers: Residential and Commercial, Suppliers, Roofers (looking for installers)
and Wholesalers across the country, supporting them in creating the best gutter
installations possible and increasing business relationships within the industry.
To Submit articles, press or news releases please contact Brian Mahoney at
brian@gutterenterprise.com or call 717.940.6231
www.gutterenterprise.com

www.gutterenterprise.com
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Gutter Truck Set-Up
Gutter Enterprise caught up with Jens Werner manager and installer of Multi-Form
Gutters out of British Columbia regarding Gutter Truck/Trailer setup.
“Everyone in the industry has different opinions on the
best setup for an effective work-space. But, having a simple,
planned out workspace that will allow you to work faster,
more efficient, stay organized, and keep the work area
clean, as well as every tool and material should have a
proper spot is key.” mentioned Jens.
“There are pros and cons to both a trailer and truck. Trailer
is usually lower to the ground, so easier access to get in and out, you can unhook it and
do other things with the vehicle you’re towing it with. Cons of a trailer is that its longer
than a cube van so it’s harder to maneuver around in tight spots, parking etc.
Jens continues, “I still prefer a cube van over anything just because its easier to drive
around and can be organized a bit better.”
The roll down door is something that exist on a box cube
truck anyway. Plus, if someone adds an awning its extra
security if someone tries to break in as well as keeps the work area dry and provides shade
on those warmer days. Pull down steps is optional, and we put those on just for the ease of
not having to grab a ladder out of the truck and setting it up against the cube van to get the
larger ladders off the top. Its easy to climb up, hides away after we are done. Just a simple, clean
solution.
“Must haves” for any gutter truck/trailer setup is for sure a proper running machine, proper shelving
is especially important, proper tools, a spot for everything, tucked away and organized! We also
added a warming station utilizing propane to keep hands warm and materials, such as sealants in
good working order.
Put your materials, endcaps, hangers etc. in a location where they can be easily reached while
running gutter is one of the key factors for being quick and that is the way to make money, that flow
for speedy working!
Everybody is different but having tools close at hand and always in the same spot, within reach is
vital to saving time. Get the proper workstation where the saw is always in the same spot when you
pull up on site. While running gutter, tools and materials are properly placed and in reach moves the
whole process of outputting gutter faster, saving time and money.
The Nasser Machine workstation is what we have been using for many years. Its proven to be super
strong and nothing really breaks down on it, the saw is always in the same spot. Tools, hangers are
right at your fingertips. Closes nicely and locks into position while driving.
We have the swing workstation, so it swings open, there are drop down workstations but when it gets
raised into position over the machine you always must make sure nothing is loose in it or else it all
spills out. GE
A swing workstation is by far the best and has worked well
for our application.”
Article background provided by Jens Werner, Manager
and Installer at Multi-Form Gutters, B.C., Canada
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CALLING ALL MANUFACTURERS,
SUPPLIERS AND WHOLESALERS!
2021 GUTTER ENTERPRISE Directory
Circulated Nationwide!

Manufacturers, Suppliers and Wholesalers
Make Sure you are listed in the

Add-on or retrofit products
generate an upsell opportunity
separating you from competitors.

2021 Gutter Enterprise Hard Copy Directory
Printing 1st Quarter of 2021
Limited Space Available
Circulation: Nationwide

Like gutter guards, larger outlets
are a popular way of boosting

For More Information and Pricing
Email brian@gutterenterprise.com
Or Call 717.940.6231

profit margins on installations.
ƕ 2.5x bigger than present outlets
ƕ Fabricated of 0.040 heavy duty powder coated aluminum
ƕ Works with both 5K and 6K style rain gutters

610-420-0378
WWW.THESPOUTOFF.COM
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INDUSTRY DIRECTORY
Hancock Enterprises, Inc.
www.hancockent.com

US Aluminum
www.usaluminuminc.com

American Gutters
www.guttermaterials.com

KWM Gutterman, Inc.
www.kwmgutterman.com

The Only Four-Season Roof & Gutter
Protection™
www.allweatherarmour.com

E-Z Gutter Guard Protection
www.e-zgutter.com

Raytec Manufacturing LLC
www.raytecllc.com
Ralph Wilhelm Seamless Spouting Inc.
www.wilhelmspouting.com
Liberty Seamless Enterprises
www.libertyseamless.com
Valor Gutter Guards
www.valorgutterguards.com

Geocel Products Group
www.geocel.co.uk

Ruscoe Company
www.ruscoe.com
Gutterworks Manufacturing, Inc.
www.gutterworks.com
SpoutOff Rain Gutter Outlets
www.thespoutoff.com
EZ Miter
www.ezmiterguttertemplate.com

Gutter Supply
www.guttersupply.com

Petit Tool
www.petittool.com
GutterSling
www.guttersling.com
Advanced Arch. Sheet Metal & Supply
www.advarchsm.com
Cleveland Heat Cable
www.clevelandheatcable.com
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We truly appreciate the companies who have put their faith in Gutter Enterprise.
We welcome our new advertisers! Thank you for your belief that our
magazine will benefit the entire industry.
This is your publication and an opportunity to grow sales, industry awareness and exposure
to over 7500 subscribers nationally.

YOU’VE TRIED THE REST, NOW TRY THE

BEST

A GUTTER PROTECTION SYSTEM THAT ACTUALLY WORKS
The Clean Sweep™ Gutter Protection System is a gutter cover like
no other. The perforated openings provide maximum rain water
ﬂow while restricting leaves and other debris. A sloped rubberbased insert is weather resistant providing added support and
positive drainage.
The extended front end of the
Extreme Miter™ Inside Gutter
Corner provides an enlarged
catch basin, directing water
away from the front edge and
channeling it through the gutter troughs to prevent overﬂowing.
The extensive line of gutter
hangers includes M-Hook, Quick
Release and Hefty Hidden Hangers
for installations that are fast,
straight and secure.
We are the supplier to the major manufacturers and distributors for their
ﬁttings in their colors.

For your FREE Samples of these
products, contact your supplier
or email: BobJ@HancockEnt.com
20655 Northline Road
Taylor, Michigan 48180
734.287.8840 | 800.544.0393 | Fax 734.287.8841

VISIT WWW.HANCOCKENT.COM TO VIEW ALL OF OUR QUALITY, AMERICAN MADE PRODUCTS.

